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The H - T phase diagram for a gadolinium iron garnet single crystal is investigated in the vicinity of the 
magnetic compensation point in the case when the magnetic field H is parallel to the direction of the 
difficult magnetization axis. The investigation is based on measurements of the specific heat, the 
magnetocaloric effect, and the absorption and velocity of ultrasound propagation in a magnetic field. It is 
characteristic that no anomalies of the physical properties are observed at the compensation point itself in 
the absence of a magnetic field. A broad sound-absorption anomaly is observed somewhat below the 
compensation point in the absence of the field. On application of the field, a number of anomalies in the 
specific heat and in the absorption and velocity of ultrasound propagation are observed. The sound 
absorption coefficient is smaller in the field than at H = O. Special attention is paid to a study of phase 
transitions induced by weak magnetic fields. The single-crystal measurements are compared with the 
theory. Calculations of various parameters in the vicinity of the compensation point, based on the 
experimental values, are presented. The peaks in sound absorption, specific heat, and'magnetocaloric effect, 
arising on application of a magnetic field near the compensation temperature, are analyzed. 

PACS numbers: 75.30.Jy 

The vicinity of the magnetic compensation pOints, at 
which the conditions are realized for the vanishing of 
the resultant magnetization, of the magnetocaloric ef
fect' of the coercive force, of the magnetostriction, of 
the Faraday effect, of the critical field of the transition 
into a canted magnetic structure, of the ferrimagnetic
resonance frequency, and of the domain-wall velocity, 
turned out to be a rather interesting terrain for physical 
research (for references see[l,2]). 

The problem of the magnetic compensation point was 
recently attracted attention again also in the unusually 
interesting magnetic H-T phase diagram, initially con
structed by Clark and Callen[3] on the basis of Tyabli
kov's theory[4] without allowance for the magnetic 
crystallographic anisotropy, and then refined further by 
Zvezdin and Matveev[S] with allowance for the rotation 
of the sublattices and the anisotropy energy. The con
clusions of Clark and Callen[3J concerning the H-T 
phase diagrams were confirmed by experiments in 
strong magnetic pulsed fields, performed by Belov and 
Levitin (see[2J) on a number of rare-earth iron garnets. 
However, as follows from the theoretical work of 
Zvezdin and Matveev[S], it is precisely in weak magnetic 
fields that the H-T phase diagram near the compensa
tion point reveals qualitatively new and important fea
tures. 

There have been a number of unsuccessful attempts 
to determine this diagram by magneto-optical[6,7] and 
other methods (see, e.g.pl). Nonetheless, its detailed 
form in the region of weak magnetic fields has not yet 
been experimentally established. There are still no 
systematic investigations of a number of most important 
physical properties in the vicinity of the compensation 
point, which can be furthermore used also to establish 
the nature of the phase transition, and to calculate the 
parameters that characterize the compensation points. 
This pertains primarily to the specific heat, to the sound 
absorption and propagation velocity, to the susceptibil
ity, and to some other characteristics. 
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We report here the results of an experimental at
tempt to reconstruct the indicated magnetic H-T phase 
diagram on the basis of measurements of the thermal 
and acoustic properties of a gadolinium iron garnet, and 
present a comparison with the theory. We investigated 
Gdg Fe s 012 (GdIG) in the case when the magnetic field H 
coincides with the difficult magnetization axis [100]. We 
have applied the general theory of[5] to this particular 
case only to an extent needed to discuss the experi
mental results. 

H-T PHASE DIAGRAM OF GdlG FOR H II [1001 
NEAR THE COMPENSATION POINT 

Gadolinium iron garnet is in fact a three-sublattice 
ferrimagnet, but in fields H« Hrxch it is regarded as 
a two-sublattice one. In the first combined sublattice 
{a-d} the Fe ions are antiferromagnetically coupled by 
the exchange Hrxch while the second almost-paramag
netic sublattice {c}, which consists of Gd ions, is under 
the influence of a weaker exchange field H~xch and is 
antiferromagnetically coupled with the {a-d} sublattice. 
The field H~xch acts only on the spin of the Gd ion. Its 
orbital magnetic moment is equal to zero. 

Taking into account the weak dependence of the 
{a-d} sublattice magnetization on T and H, the thermo
dynamiC potential of GdIG near the compensation point 
Tc is written in the formeS] 

Heff 

<D = J MGddHeff+KF.t(O, <p)-MHcos 6. (1 ) 
o 

Here Heff = H~xch + H, M == MFe is the magnetization 
vector of the {a-d} sublattice, MGd is that of the Gd 
sublattice, KFe is the anisotropy constant of the {a-d} 
sublattice, and the angles e and cp determine the direc
tion of MFe relative to the field and the crystallographic 
directions. We have taken into account here the fact that 
KFe" KGd. In the case H II (100] we have f(e, cp) 
= _1/4(sin 2 2 e + sin4 e sin2 2cp). The condition that cI> be 
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extremal relative to the angles 8 and cp takes the form 
(we henceforth put KFe == K) 

iiq,/ii8=MH(1-AX.) sin 8+Kiif1ii8=0, 

iiq,/iicp=Kiifliicp=O, x.=MGdlll,~~, 

and the exchange constant is A = H~xch/M. 

(2) 

These equations have solutions 8 = 0 and 8 = 11 
collinear phases) that correspond to the minimum of <P 
if a 2<p/a82 \ e=o, e=l1 > O. The stability limits of the col
linear phases 8 = 0 and 8 = 11 are given by the equations 
,/<p/aif\8 =0,8 =11 = O. For the case H II [100] they take, 
according to[51, the form 

kBBs-iW±4K/3Mll) (AM±ll)l/.MoGdI (3) 
Ti " !lGd(AM±ll) 

The minus sign pertains here to the quantity l/T l, 
which determines the stability limit of the phase with 
e = 0, and the plus sign pertains to 1/T2 and deter
mines the limits of the stability of the phase with 8 = 'If. 

We perform a numerical calculation of the stability 
limits of the collinear phases of GdIG. We assume for 
the calculations the values J.LGd = 7J.LB, P = 6.46 g/cms, 
Tc = 294°K, MFe = 135 G, Heff = 250 kOe, and A = 1850. 
In addition, at the compensation pOint we have MFe 
= MGd, and therefore MFe = Ml(d7/2(J.LGdHeff/kBTc) 

= Ml(dB7/2 (0.4011) and M~d = 780 Oe, while the aniso
tropy constant is K = 6.7 X 103 erg/cm3 and Heff 
= H~xch = MFe' Some of these values wer'e taken from 
from[l) and others were calculated by us, while the 
value of Tc corresponds to the experimental value of 
our sample. ' 

Substitution of these values in (3) leads to the limits 
(represented by the thin lines AA' and BB' of Fig. 1) of 
the phase stability for GdIG in the case H II [100] and 
H = 0 to 22 kOe. It is easily seen that the critical fields 
of the transition from the collinear to the canted phase 
decrease gradually on both sides of the compensation 
point, i.e., the phase diagram has patently a tendency to 
broaden in the weak-field region on the (H, T) plane. To 
the left of the BB' line the stable phase is the one with 
e = 11, and to the right of the line AA' the phase with 
e = O. In the region between AA' and BB' the minimum 
of <P is observed for values of 8 different from 0 and 
7f-turning of the sublattices takes place. 

Inside the noncollinear phase there appears on the 
H-T phase diagram a region where there are two solu
tions with different angles e, namely 8 = el, cpo and 
e = 82, cp o. This region, bounded by the curves ON and 
ON', is metastable.[51 The limits of the metastability 
region are determined from the system of equations 

(sin 8)-iiilIJ/ii8=Mll(1-AX.)-K cos 8 (3cos' 8-1) =0, 
(4) 

fJ'lIJ/ii8'=-MHMJX.lfJ8+K sin 8 (9 cos' 8-1) =0. 

The angle 8 changes jumpwise with increasing tempera
ture on the ON' line and with decreasing temperature on 
the ON line. 

In a given field H, as the temperature is varied we 
cross the phase-transition lines AA' and BB' on the 
H-T diagram, anomalies of the phySical properties 
should be observed. It is shown in[5] that transitions 
from the collinear phases 8 = 0 and 8 = 11 to a canted 
phase are second-order phase transition, in accord with 
the general theory of phase transitions pI When the re
maining lines of the phase diagram (OTc , ON, ON') are 
crossed, anomalies of the physical properties can also 
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FIG. I. Phase diagram in the (H, T) plane of gadolinium iron garnet; 
HII [100]. The thin solid lines AA' and BB' are the theoretical second
order transition lines calculated on the basis of (3). The thick curves 
AA' and BB' are the experimental second-order transition lines obtained 
from the measurements of the specific heat (0) and sound absorption at 
30 MHz(X); the wave vector q is perpendicular to H; OTc is the first
order phase transition line, ON and ON' are the limits of the stability 
region of the metastable phases, and 0 is the critical point. A schematic 
representation of the entire phase diagram is given in Fig. 3 of [5). 

be observed, since the angle 8 changes jumpwise on the 
lines ON and ON' , while on the line OT c the energies of 
the corresponding phases are equalized. 

The physical cause of the jumplike change of the 
angle on the phase-diagram lines is the following: in a 
field H II [100], the vector MFe should rotate from the 
[100] position (T < Tc)_to the position [100] (T > Tc) in 
the planes (011) and (011) planes. The reason is that the 
maximum of the anisotropy energy lies along the direc
tions [010] and [001], and the minima lie ~long type
(111] directions in the planes (011) and (011). The two 
m~nima of the anisotropy energy at MFe [l11] and MFe 
[111] are separated by an intermediate maximum at 
8 = ± 11/2, and therefore the transition from one mini
mum to the other will be jumpwise. Since the positions 
of the energy minima change with changing field H, 
namely, they shift towards [011], it follows that at a 
certain value of the field H the turn will occur without 
a jump.[6] This value of the field corresponds to the 
point 0 on Fig. 1. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Magnetization. To assess the possibility of construct
ing the H-T diagram on the basis of magnetic measure
ments, we plotted 29 magnetization isotherms near Tc. 
It turned out that it is difficult to evaluate from the 
character of these isotherms the values of the critical 
fields at which the GdIG goes over into a phase with a 
canted magnetic-structure,'particularly at T < Tc, 
whena strong paraprocess exists in the rare-earth sub
lattice. Nonetheless, from the isotherms for T> Tc we 
can see that the anisotropy field decreases with increas
ing temperature, and this decrease is connected with the 
critical field.[2] We note also that in the weak-field 
region the temperature dependence of the magnetization 
exhibits hystereSiS, and the compensation point is 
located near 294°K. 

SpeCific heat. Important information concerning the 
features of the phase diagram and the role of the fluc
tuations of the magnetization in the region of the field
induced orientational phase transitions can be obtained 
from investigations of the specific heat in a magnetic 
field in the vicinity of the compensation point. The first 
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the specific heat in the vicinity 
of the compensation point at various values of the magnetic field: I) H 
= 0,2) H = 2 kOe, 3) 6 kOe, 4) 16.4 kOe, 5) 20.3 kOe; HII! 100). 

such investigations on polycrystalline GdIG were re
ported by us in[91. Subsequently, similar measurements 
were made on YbIG by Ferron et al. poJ , but they inves
tigated the case H II [111]. A brief description of the 
adiabatic calorimeter used by us is contained in[91, and 
a schematic description is given also in[llJ. 

The results of our measurements on single-crystal 
GdIG in the cases H = 0, 2.6, 16.4 and 20 kOe are shown 
in Fig. 2. The magnetic-field direction coincided with 
the crystallographic direction [100], Le., with the diffi
cult magnetization axis. 

In the absence of a magnetic field, the specific heat 
Cp exhibits the normal temperature dependence (solid 
line), indicating that the compensation point at H = 0 is 
not singular and is in no ways distinguished on the 
H-T phase diagram. 

In a magnetic field H, a number of peaks are ob
served on the temperature dependence of the specific 
heat CPH. Thus, in fields H = 2 and 6 kOe there are 
observed for peaks of CPH, three at H = 16.4 kOe, and 
two symmetrical peaks separated by ~ 3.8 oK remain at 
H = 20 kOe. The interval of each transformation of CPH 
is relatively narrow and equals approximately 2-3°K, 
while the interval of the transformations of the two sym
metrical peaks of CpH at 20 kOe is somewhat larger, 
~4°K. It is typical, however, that the width of the cen
tral peak of CPH decreases with increasing field, and 
this peak is not observed at H = 20 kOe. 

To evaluate the results, we marked the temperatures 
corresponding to the maxima of CPH in a given field on 
the H-T diagram. These values are represented in 
Fig. 1 by circles. As seen from the figure, the circles 
lie near the phase-transition lines. The values corre
sponding to the outermost maxima of CPH(T) lie near 
the second-order phase transition lines (lines AA' and 
BB'). The outermost peaks of CPH(T) on the left thus 
correspond to a transition of the system from a collinear 
to a canted phase through the line BB', while the outer
most right-hand peaks correspond to the transition of 
the system from the canted to the collinear phase 
through the second-order phase transition line AA' . 
The phase-boundary curves (thick solid lines), which 
were drawn through the experimental points, differ from 
the theoretical ones in a definite interval of fields and 
temperatures. Agreement is observed only in the case 
of strong and weak fields. 
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The experimental points corresponding to the inter
mediate CPH(T) maxima lie both on the metastable 
boundary ON and on the line OTc . 

It must be noted here, however, that theoretically, in 
the homogeneous case, anomalies of the physical proper
ties should be observed in a field H II [100], including 
anomalies of the specific heat on the lines AA' and BB", 
and one more on the lines ON and ON' or on the line 
OTc . In the inhomogeneous case, Le., when a domain 
structure exists in the canted phase, one cannot exclude 
the possibility (due, e.g., to the instability of the domain 
structure) of the appearance of anomalies one of the 
lines ON or ON', as well on the first-order phase-transi
tion line OTc . The maximum number of peaks in the 
temperature dependence of the specific heat corre
sponds to the last case. Nonetheless, there is no 
physically clear explanation of the simultaneous appear
ance of anomalies of the specifiC heat on the lines ON 
and OTc. The reason is that the physical processes that 
occur in the metastable region NON' have not yet bt~en 
fully analyzed. Therefore the nature of the fourth peak 
of the specifiC heat in the fields 2 and 6 kOe is likewise 
not quite clear to us. " 

The central CPH peak (Le., the peak on the line 
OTc) is observed up to a field H = 16.3 kOe. This value 
was chosen to make the field approximately equal to 
H* / I2pJ at which the jump of the angle (} theoretically 
becomes equal to zero. We therefore assume that this 
maximum occurs at the critical point 0 of the H-T 
diagram. 

The results of the measurements of the specific heat 
indicate in general that the temperature interval of the 
existence of a canted magnetic structure does not vanish 
at T = Tc, as follows from the model in which the 
anisotropy field is not taken into account, but broadens 
in accordance with the model in which the anisotropy is 
taken into accountPI 

In the model of Clark and Callen[3J for rare-earth 
iron garnets in the canted phase the magnetization does 
not depend on the temperature: (aM/aT)H = O. In this 
case it follows from the general thermodynamic rela
tion between ·the specific heats at constant field and 
constant magnetization 

CM-Cn=T({)M/{)T)H({)H/{)T)M (5) 

that CM = CH, and since CM is independent of H, it 
follows that CH in the canted phase should likewise be 
independent of H.[12J 

We shall attempt to compare this conclusion with the 
experiment. In the general case, CH = f(H) + CM, where 
f(H) is the magnetic contribution due to the field H; 
f(H) vanishes in the canted phase. In addition, CH 
= Cphon + CS, where Cphon and Cs are respectively the 
phonon and spin specific heats. In the case of GdIG, for 
which Tc is at room temperatures, we have Cphon 
~ Cs and therefore in fields H« H1 cr we have CH 
~ f(H) + Cphon and we can separate Cphon from f(H), 
since we have Cphon ~ CH in a field H1 cr < H < H2 cr· 

From the experimental results of Fig. 2 it follows 
that in the canted phase, in the presence of a field, the 
value of CPH is smaller than in its presence, and in a 
field H = 2 kOe the value of CPH in the collinear phase 
is larger than in the canted phase below Tc, in qualita
ti ve agreement with the advanced thermodynamic argu
ments. In stronger fields H, however, it is difficult to 
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetoca1oric effect in 
the region of the compensation point: D-H= 12.5 kOe, 0-10 kOe, 
6.-7 kOe, X-2.0 kOe; HII! 100). 

make the corresponding comparison. In addition, the 
conclusion of the theory of[3] are approximate not only 
because the calculations were made within the frame
work of the molecular-field theory, but also because no 
account was taken of the anisotropy energy. 

A quantitative examination of the magnetic contribu
tion to the specific heat, again within the framework of 
the molecular field theory, but with allowance for the 
anisotropy energy ,is possible on the basis of expres
sion (1). It turns out that the magnetic part of the speci
fic heat in the phases 8 = 0 and 8 = 11 is of the 
form[S,13] 

aMGdl'sd , 
Cpul._o .• =" =-k-.-(H ~2'AMH). 

.T 

The minus and plus signs correspond to 8 = 0 and 

(6 ) 

8 = 11. The experimental data agree in general with 
formula (6), since the specific heat CpH is smaller in 
the phase 8 = 0 than in the phase 8 = 11 at all values of 
the field. In the canted phase, the magnetic specific heat 
is no longer equal to zero, as would be expected accord
ing to Clark and Callen.[3] The corresponding expres
sion for the jump of the magnetic specific heat on going 
from the collinear to the canted phase is[S] 

a' MoOd 4K'AM )-' 
l;CPH",,---K(l+ b 'MOOn' 

' 2b J.lGd Xo 0 

(7) 

where Xo == JJ. ~dAM/kB Tc, the coefficients a and b en
ter in the expansion BS(x) = ax - bx3 + •.. , of the 
Brillouin function, and x = JJ.GdHeff/kBT. Since 
a'" 0.43 and a 2/2b "" 1 for GdIG, it follows that by sub
stituting the corresponding values in (6) and (7) we ob
tain 

Cn,1 .~o, .~""'10-' call g-deg, l;CPH"'1O-' call g-deg. 

Experimentally, in the fields used, we have CPH \ () = 0 
- CPH\ 8=11 = 1 to 1.5%, within the limits of the experi
mental accuracy, and ~Cexp = 9 to 12% of the normal 
course of Cp, and is consequently larger than the theo
retical value, probably as a result of the fluctuation 
contribution, which is not accounted for in the theory 
of[S]. 

Magnetocaloric effect. The use of an adiabatic calori
meter has made it possible to measure not only the 
specific heat but also the magnetocaloric effect (hence
forth called the ~ T(H) effect), Measurements of the 
temperature of a body following application of a mag-
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netic field were used successfully in the past to estimate 
a number of parameters in the vicinity of the compensa
tion point, including GdIG.[2,14] 

Our measurements of the ~ T(H) effect were made not 
only because no such measurements had been made on 
single crystals in a specified field direction relative to 
the crystallographic axes, but also to determine ac
curately the compensation temperature Tc, to compare 
the results with the CPH data, and then to calculate the 
exchange-interaction constant. 

Figure 3 shows the results of measurements of the 
magnetocaloric effect at various values of H near Tc , 
at H II [100]. At the compensation point, at all values of 
the field, an inversion of the ~ T(H) effect is observed 
as a function of the temperature, in agreement with[2,14]j 
this is connected with the character of the paraprocess 
in the paramagnetic gadolinium sublattice. Thus, the 
magnetic moment MGd is larger than MFe below Tc 
and is directed along the field H and Heff. The field H 
decreases the entropy of the spin subsystem of the gado
linium sublattice (paraprocess of the ferromagnetic 
type), a fact accompanied by an increase of the thermal 
energy of the phonon sub lattice . The latter corresponds 
to a positive sign of the ~T(H) effect and is realized in 
experiment. Above Tc we already have MFe ;> MGd. 
Therefore MFe is directed along the field H and is 
antiparallel to Heff and MGd' In this case the field H 
increases the entropy of the spin subsystem of the gado
linium sublattice (paraprocess of the antiferromagnetic 
type), this being accompanied by COOling of the entire 
system, and thus leads to a negati ve sign of the ~T(H) 
effect. These arguments are valid, naturally, if we are 
dealing with the transition of the system from one col
linear phase to another through the compensation point 
without allowance for the turning of the magnetic mo
ment and the canted structure. However, the real phase 
diagram of GdIG does not correspond in this case to 
the situation of a jumplike transition from one collinear 
arrangement of the magnetic moments to another. As 
seen from Fig. 1, these two regions are separated by a 
rotation region, where a canted magnetic structure is 
produced at the same time. It is clear that this circum
stance will influence the behavior of the ~T(H) effect in 
the vicinity of Tc and must therefore be taken into ac
count. 

The theory of the ~T(H) effect at the compensation 
point, within the framework of the molecular field 
theory, was developed by Belov and Nikitin[2,13] but with
out allowance for the rotation of the lattice and the 
canted structure. 

An expression for, the ~T(H) effect with allowance for 
the magnetic-anisotropy energy was obtained in[5]. It 
follows from this expressio that (a T/ a H) S in the canted 
phase differs from zero. On the other hand,if the 
anisotropy constant K = 0, we obtain the well known re
sult (aT/aH)s = oY] Our experiment yields (aT/aH)s 
"" 0 in the canted phase, just as in (13). 

A characteristic feature of our experimental results 
is the presence of extrema of the ~T(H) effect both be
low and above Tc. Above Tc these extrema are sharper 
and were noted in['4], where they were attributed to the 
influence of the domains. However, a comparison of the 
temperatures of the extrema with the phase-boundary 
lines on Fig. 1 shows that these extrema lie approxi
mately on the boundaries of the phase lines. Conse-
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quently, the region between these extrema corresponds 
to the region of the existence of the canted phase. 

Sound absorption. Besides measurements of the spe
cific heat and of the ~T(H) effect, we measured also the 
sound absorption in the vicinity of the magnetic com
pensation point. The sound absorption coefficient was 
measured[l5j at 30 MHz in fields H = 0, 2, 4, and 10 
kOe. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The sound 
propagation direction coincided with H II [100]. 

It is known that near the phase-transition points the 
sound absorption coefficient increases, possibly as a 
result of the growth of the order-parameter fluctuations 
in the system, or the anomalous growth of the relaxa
tion time.(16-1Bj The absorption maximum may also be 
the result of resonant sound absorption in the presence 
of a field, or of natural magnetoelastic resonance in the 
absence of a fieldY9j The sound-absorption coefficient 
can therefore be used to observe phase transitions in 
the vicinity of the compensation point, and consequently 
to reconstruct the H-T phase diagram. 

It is seen from the measurement results (Fig. 4) that, 
in contrast to the speCific heat, a broad sound-absorp
tion maximum is observed in the absence of a field, 
somewhat below the compensation point. Since the com
pensation point in the absence of a field is not a phase
transition point (as follows from the measurements of 
Cp), the sound-absorption peak at H = 0 can be as
cribed to domain processes in the vicinity of but some
what lower than Tc. These processes are due to 
acoustic waves propagating through the crystal or to 
some other magnetic relaxation phenomena. This inter
pretation is also confirmed by the fact that the peak 
vanishes when a field is applied. 

The results of measurements in a magnetic field 
differ strongly from the case H = O. In a field H, just 
as in the case of the speCific heat, a number of absorp
tion maxima appear. The number of sound-absorption 
peaks, however, is even larger than in the case of Cpo 
This shows once more that the processes that occur in 
the canted phase must be subjected to a more thorough 
theoretical analysis. 

As seen from Fig. 4, the amplitude of the absorption 
maxima is smaller than the amplitude of the absorption 
peak at H = 0, and in addition the sound-absorption 
maxima are observed both at the point Tc itself and 
away from this point. With increasing field H, the tem
perature interval within which the absorption maxima 
are observed becomes narrower, and this agrees with 
the results of the specific-heat measurements. Very 
complicated results were obtained by also for the speed 
of sound, for which a number of minima was observed. 
If the temperatures of the sound-absorption maxima are 
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plotted on the H-T diagram (the crosses on Fig. 1) then, 
as seen from Fig. 1, they lie near the corresponding 
values of the specific heat. Just as in the case of the 
speCific heat, the temperatures corresponding to the 
outermost maxima lie near the second-order phase 
transition lines AA' and BB", and the remaining ones 
lie near the boundaries of the metastable phases ON 
and ON' and the line OTc. Therefore the interpretation 
of the sound-absorption maxima is the same as in the 
case of Cpo 

A feature of the dependence of the sound-absorption 
coefficient near Tc on the intensity of the external mag
netic field is an initial decrease with the field, a ten
dency to saturation, and the absence of a resonant mag
netoelastic interaction between the sound and the spin 
system. The field dependence of the absorption is also 
in qualitative agreement with the H - T phase diagram. 

Thus, the entire set of measurements performed 
near Tc confirms the important role played by the mag
netic crystallographic anisotropy near the compensation 
point in relatively weak magnetic fields, and corrobor
ates the qualitative conclusions of the theory of Zvezdin 
and co-workers concerning the magnetic phase diagram 
in the (H, T) plane. For a better agreement it is neces
sary to take into account, within the framework of the 
molecular-field theory, at least the possibility of forma
tion of a canted magnetic structure in the combined iron 
sublattice, and the spin fluctuations near the second
order phase transition lines. 
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and S. A. Nikitin for a fruitful discussion of the results, 
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G. A. Smolenskii for calling our attention to research at 
the compensation pOint. 
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